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Off-road Sapa Motorbike Tour to discover Bac Ha Market - 2 days 

02/Days    Sapa → Lao Cai → Bac Ha → Can Cau Market 

Lao Cai, a mountainous province in the Northwest region, is home to a wide range of famous sites such as Ham 

Rong, Fansipan, and Love waterfall. Besides these tourist spots, Bac Ha market is one of the must-visit places 

in the trip to Lao Cai. This market will give you a chance to experience a challenging ride and discover the 

indigenous cultures of the highlanders.   

A 2-day �Off-road Sapa Motorbike Tour to discover Bac Ha Market will be the best choice for you to explore 

every corner of Bac Ha market. Immerse yourself in the bustling atmosphere of the market days to gain the 

most enjoyable experiences right now!  
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Content about Tour 

Day 1: Off-road Sapa Motorbike Tour route from Sapa - Lao Cai - Bac Ha Market 

Day 2: Off-road Sapa Motorbike Tour route from Bac Ha - Si Ma Cai Town - Muong Khuong Town - Lao Cai 

- Sa Pa 

 

Itinerary Tour 

Day 1: Off-road Sapa Motorbike Tour route from Sapa - Lao Cai - Bac Ha Market 

Check the vehicle before getting started. Sitting on a Honda motorbike from 125cc to 150cc at the price of 130 

USD/day/person, you will feel absolutely secure when taking our off-road trip. From Sapa to Bac Ha, you will 

have to go through a pass road surrounded by terraced fields and Hoang Lien Son mountains. It will take you 

about 3 hours to reach Bac Ha market, which is one of the most bustling markets in the Northwest region. The 

market days are held from early morning to early afternoon every Sunday. Coming here, you will find out a lot 

of cultural features of the ethnic communities. 

In the Bac Ha market, there are a variety of trading areas classified according to types of products. Here you 

can choose to buy some brocade products such as dresses, towels, and bags. Besides, some accessories like 

rings or chains certainly make you excited. Some areas of Bac Ha market are used for selling animals. You will 

witness the scene of the locals selling horses, buffaloes, dogs, and rare birds. After going around Bac Ha market, 

you have lunch and get some rest for about 30 minutes before moving to Hoang A Tuong Palace, which features 

unique architecture and spectacular landscapes. After mounting a lot of stairs and going through the waiting 

room of the palace, you hold a ceremony in the yard and do the Xoe dance.  

After a trip to Hoang A Tuong Palace, you come back to Bac Ha market to enjoy some local specialties. You 

should not miss the opportunity to taste corn wine of Ban Pho village in Lao Cai. You can also buy some wine 

bottles to bring back home. When the night falls, you return to the hotel and take a rest before going on the 

journey on the second day.  

Summary: 

Distance: 105 km 

Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner                Accommodation: Hotel 
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Day 2: Off-road Sapa Motorbike Tour route from Bac Ha - Si Ma Cai Town - Muong Khuong Town - 

Lao Cai - Sa Pa 

From Bac Ha market, you ride to the Northeast of Lao Cai to arrive in Si Ma Cai. On the way, you can go to 

Can Cau market, which is 10 km from Bac Ha. This market only opens on Saturdays and other holidays. It is 

the gathering place of Hmong, Hoa, and Giay people. 

In the early morning, Cau Cau will get crowded when many ethnic people from surrounding regions such as 

Ban Pho, Hoang Phu Tho, Bac Ha, San Chai, Si Man, and Si Ma Chai take their buffaloes, horses, dogs, and 

birds to the market for trading. After that, you take a ride to Muong Khuong town and have a stop for lunch 

here. After having a rest, you continue to move back to Sapa town and climb a hill, from which you can see the 

local people cutting the grass to start a new season. Finally, we come back to the starting destination and finish 

your 2-day off-road Sapa motorbike tour to the beauty spots in Northwest Vietnam. 
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Summary: 

Distance: 195 km 

Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner 

Accommodation: Hotel 

 

END OF TOUR 
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The following list is the latest updated price for Vietnam motorcycle trips in 2020 

 Newest & Best Maintained Honda motorbikes 

 Long Experienced & Helpful People 

 Great Value for Your dollar 

 Unique & Hidden Routes, Customized Tours! 

 Flexible & Secured Payment 

 No Hidden Cost 

 Minimum Of Deposit ( The Balance can be settled in Hanoi, can pay by cash or credit card ) 

Price & Inclusion: only from 298 usd 

Quality/Person Medium Off-road Total price – from – to Booking now 

1 199 usd 219 usd 398 – 438 usd Booking now  

2 179 usd 199 usd 358 – 398 usd Booking now  

3 159 usd 179 usd 318 – 358 usd Booking now  

4 149 usd 169 usd 298 – 338 usd Booking now  

  

1. Prices for Inclusive Motorbike Tours in North Vietnam (Tour by Honda Motorbikes from 125cc to 

150cc). Motorbike Tours Ho Chi Minh Trail Cost Higher. 

2. Tour on new CRF250cc cost extra, please contact us to get the best price! 

3. Tour with Spanish speaking tour guide cost Higher, please contact us to get best price. 

  

What's Include 

Above price includes: 

 English Speaking Tour guide/Mechanic / Photographer / Video Recorder. 

 Quality Japanese Honda Motorcycles with spare things ( Honda XR 150cc or Honda CRF250L ) CRF250L cost 

extra. 

 All meals on tour (local Vietnamese food) 

 Accommodation ( standard hotel or home stay based on double, twins or triple shared room) 

 All fuel/Gasoline 
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 Boat trips on Lakes or Rivers 

 All entrance tickets/ Permits to remote areas 

 Helmets/Gloves and Bright reflecting Jackets 

 Hotel pick up 

 Dirt on your SHOES and FACE or more 

Excludes: 

 Travel insurance 

 Visa to Vietnam 

 Flight tickets 

 Gratuities, tips for tour guides/ drivers 

 Beverages & other personal expenses 

Important Notes: 

+ Single stay will cost 20 USD extra/ day. 

+ We provide support vehicle and driver with extra price  of 150 USD/day/ truck upon request! 

+ Ho Chi Minh trail motorbike tours will cost more.  Please CONTACT US for more details. 

+ If tours are not depart/ end in Hanoi then surcharge for bike shipping to/ back: 120 USD/ bike. 

BOOKING CONDITION 

> To secure your bookings we require a minimal of 30 % deposit. Balance can be made upon arrival 

> The rider is responsible for any bank charges. ( surcharge 3,5% if you pay by credit card ) 

> The balance can be paid by cash or credit on the first day of the trip 

> If you cancel the Vietnam motorbike tour before the departure date, you will lose 100% of the deposit. 

> If you cancel the tour after the departure date, you will lose 100% of the total cost/ fee of the tour for any 

reason. 

> After departure, NO REFUNDS will be given for any reason, if you cancel the tour. 
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> A Damage Cost deposit of US$ 100 – 1,000 or more is required for each motorcycle for using in the guided 

or self-guided motorcycle tours. In case of a self-caused accident, your own participation is up to US$ 2,000 or 

more. 

“We promise to deliver the best balance for every single DOLLAR” 

  

Hightlight 

 The main destination throughout the two-day journey is Bac Ha market. To reach this market, you will ride 

your motorbike through Lao Cai province, which is about 80 km from Bac Ha. You will spend the whole day 

moving around the market. For the second day, apart from Bac Ha market, you also have an occasion to visit 

some other stunning tourist attractions, including Hoang A Tuong Palace, Si Ma Cai, and Muong Khuong Town. 

The highlight of the trip is the discovery of traditional habits and customs of the locals.   
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